**Program Sketch**

**CONFERENCES**

**Sounds and Spaces of Muslim Piety - Tradition and Transformation**

**Dates:**
- Friday April 29, 2011
- Saturday April 30, 2011
- Sunday May 1, 2011

**Location:**
Convocation Hall, Arts Building, University of Alberta, Edmonton

**Program Outline:**
- **Friday morning:** Opening, keynote, papers, Ginan interlude, Lunch
- **Friday afternoon:** Papers, Ginan interlude, film
- **Friday evening:** Dinner reception - *by invitation only*
  - Dinner welcome: David Goa, Ronning Institute, Camrose Campus
- **Saturday morning:** Keynote, papers, Ginan interlude, Lunch
- **Saturday afternoon:** Papers, Ginan interlude
- **Saturday Evening:**
  - *Concert Spirituel* - Spiritual Concert of Muslim Devotional Expressions
- **Sunday morning:** Keynote, papers, Ginan interlude, Lunch
- **Sunday afternoon:** Papers, Ginan archive, Concluding remarks

**Keynote speakers:**
- Professor Ali Asani, Harvard
- Professor Azim Nanji, Stanford
- Professor Dwight Reynolds, UC Santa Barbara

*Program sketch January 11, 2011*